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WORKFORCE & ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 

 

Minutes of Meeting 

 
Held on 24th January 2018, St Peter’s Hospital 

 
PART I 

Attending 
Mike Baxter (MB)   Non-Executive Director (Chair) 
Andy Field (AF)   Chairman 
Neil Hayward (NH)  Non-Executive Director  
Hilary McCallion (HMcC) Non-Executive Director 
Louise McKenzie (LMcK)  Director of Workforce Transformation 
Suzanne Rankin (SR)  Chief Executive 
Sue Tranka (ST)   Chief Nurse 
 
In attendance 
Pami Bains (PB)   Assistant Director of HR, Business Partnering 
Colleen Sherlock (CS)  Assistant Director of HR, Corporate Services 
 
Apologies 
Karen Archer-Burton (KAB) Assistant Director of HR, Learning & OD 
David Fluck (DF)   Medical Director  
Tom Smerdon (TS)  Director of Operations – Emergency Care 

 

1.  Welcome, Introductions & Apologies 

Apologies were noted from  Tom,  James, David 

 

2.  Minutes of Last Meeting 

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed.  

 

 

3.  Matters Arising (Action Log) 

27/9/17 6 Update on Clinical Excellence Awards 

LMcK reported that a review of all the characteristics had not taken place although the limited 
review that had taken place showed a disproportionate impact on men. LMcK confirmed that a 
full review will take place for next year’s CEA scheme. 

 

 

4.  Update on retention programme  

LMcK presented the updated programme dashboard reported that group has received positive 
feedback that this was a good way of presenting summarised update of the programme. The 
change ideas are being tested to see the impact. LMcK described the dots on the infographic 
representing voluntary leavers, with red dots represent leavers with less than 12 months 
service and blue dots represent leavers with less than 3 months service and white dots over 12 
months service. The latest dashboard shows the schemes that are in development such as  

Triangulated root cause analysis of leavers is undertaken using the self-analysis completed by 
managers and in depth exit interview with the leavers.  

It was noted that it is not possible to see the scale of the leavers in context, and hotspots are 
not clearly identified. 

 

 



LMcK added that there were interventions in theatres and endoscopy as a result of the 
programme. The intelligence from A&E has told us that staff did not want to leave but wanted 
experience in other areas. A rotation programme is being put in place to address this. 

5.  People Strategy 

LMcK presented the latest draft. Detailed discussions had taken place in March or May when 
the draft strategic plan, PESTLE analysis and plan on a page with the cogs representing the 
strategic were presented. This latest draft is the next iteration which is focused on the next 2-3 
years.  

It was noted that the strategy has been developed and connects to the Trust vision and the 
4Ps and the Trust would be able to take this forward towards the workforce brand. Further 
work to clarify the Leadership section, such as linking the strategy to the existing leadership 
competency framework, and ensuring that staff development is linked to the skills needed, for 
example quality improvement, improving clinical outcomes.   

It was agreed that an action plan should be developed which is explicit on the deliverables and 
measures to show position before and improvement. It was suggested that 36 actions may be 
too many for the team to deliver effectively and picking a few which are delivered to high 
standard maybe a better option.   

LMcK acknowledged the feedback and noted that the strategy will be further refined to ensure 
there is enough detail but not lose the key messages and links with other improvement 
strategies. 

 

6.  
Workforce Report and Safer staffing Report 

A ‘New Year, New Career’ event for nurses, midwives and HCAs on Saturday 20th January went 
well, with around 90 attending and 20 RN/RM and 26 HCA jobs offered. This approach will be 
rolled out to other staff groups this year.  

The Winter Bank Loyalty scheme has increased Nursing & Midwifery bank in December by 62% 
compared to last December 2016, although agency reduced so no overall increase in 
temporary capacity. Small reduction in cost – 3% saving, allowing for the cost of the loyalty 
scheme (approx. £50k in Nov and £50k in Dec). Further analysis on fill and capacity to better 
understand the picture and help for future planning of Easter and Christmas 2018, and this is 
being reviewed at the N&M Workforce Strategy and Pay Scrutiny by way of a dashboard 
similar to that developed for the Medical workforce group. 

We have registered our interest in a DH/NHSI scheme which is inviting Trusts to put 
themselves forward as pilots in developing flexible, technology based banks. We are keen to 
submit a joint bid (with RSCH and any others across STP) for integrating medical rostering/ 
bank/ agency. 

ST noted that the Safer Staffing Dashboard is being further developed to triangulate staffing, 
safety and effectiveness, along with any mitigation taken to address staffing concerns.  

There was discussion about how long the Trust can continue to deliver services in the same 
way in the knowledge that there are staffing gaps and that the situation is not improving. A 
timeline for the recruitment pipeline and recruitment plans will be included in the report for 
the next meeting.  
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7.  Gender Pay Gap Reporting - Introduction 

LMcK opened the discussion by informing the meeting that this was a precursor to the actual 
GPR to be completed by end of March 2018. It was important that WOD committee was given 
a preview of what to expect in the final report and to take any comments and feedback in 
preparation for this.  

PB described the distinction between equal pay and gender pay gap. The reporting 
requirements are complicated with the national ESR team working to deliver this in time for 

 

 

 

 

 



Trusts to meet the deadline for public sector reporting. The analysis will enable us to recognise 
any gaps and work towards addressing these. Factors such as CEA awards which are 
considered to be `bonus` payments will have an impact on the data as majority of consultants 
are male. LMcK said this will change over time due to majority of medical students now being 
female but this will take time to make impact on the workforce in the NHS. 

A discussion followed about the importance of recognising the challenges the data is likely to 
present and how important it was to be prepared with a good communication plan and press 
statement. It was noted that central government departments have already published data 
and league tables are likely to be published to benchmark across the public sector.  

LMcK noted that ASPH is not different to other NHS Trusts and in many ways we will have the 
similar issues and challenges. 

 

8.  WRES December 2017 Publication summary report  

PB outlined the key findings for ASPH. It was noted that staff from BME background are more 
likely to suffer bullying, harassment and discrimination from the public, patients and relatives 
and from other staff. It was noted that in 2015 it was the reverse case that white staff were 
more likely than BME staff to be subject to this. The reasoning for the shift is not clear.  

HMcC asked whether the BME workforce reflected the population that we serve and the 
classification for European white, whether they were counted as white or BME. LMcK 
confirmed that they would be counted as white 

SR noted that there was no assurance on data quality in relation to patients. Heather Caudle 
had done work on the impact on delivery of care. There is a checklist for clinicians to 
complete. We struggle with engagement on this topic and equity of access. Unconscious bias 
need to be brought to the fore.  

It was noted that we should link workforce experience with patient experience and clinical 
outcome.  

LMcK noted that we are setting up the B&H inclusion taskforce; unconscious bias training is 
extended to all employees to update every 3 years; we need to think about how we engage 
people in the inclusion agenda. As a result of staff feedback it is proposed to set up fairness 
champions.  
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9.  Dates of Meetings in 2018 

Wednesday 28th March 2018, 3 – 5pm, Room 2 Chertsey House 

Wednesday 23rd May 2018, 3 – 5pm, Room 2 Chertsey House 

 

 

 
 
 


